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ἘΞΟΔΡΤΙΟΝ HELD BY CENTHAL ΟΟΜΝΈΤ, ἢ OF C.P.S.U. 

AND COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF U.S.S.R. FO GRADUATES OF 

MILITARY aCAvesiI iS 

On July 8, 1961, officers who have just graduated from 
military academies gathered in the conference hall of the 
U.5.5.R, Supreme ooviet. The soviet Army and Navy have received 
a fresh reinforcement of highly qualified military special- 
ists. Fach of them has years of hard intense studies behind 
him. Present in the hall were their teachers anu professors, 
famous ganerals, who with great enthusiasm had conveyed their 
knowledge, their rich theoretical and practical experience to 
the students of higher military educational establishments. 
Officers and generals of the armies of the fraternal secialist 
countries, graduates of soviet military academies, 8150 
attended the reception, 

.. All- of them-came to the Grand Kremlin Paiace to the tradi- 
tional reception given by the Central Committee of the C.?P.c.u. 
and the Council ot -inisters of the U.S.i.R, 

The meeting with the leaders of the Party and Government 
was ἃ noteworthy event in the lives. of all those present in 
the Palace. The feelin; of elation which gripped them found 
expression in’ the ardent and prolonged applause with which 
they met the appearance in the presidium of L.I1I,.Brezhnev, 
F.R.Kozlev, A.N.Kosygin, A.I.Mikoyan, D.S.Polyansky, Y.A.Furtseva 
N.S. Xhrushchov, V.¥. Grishin, and others. 

The uéeting was opened by the U.5.&.h. Minister of Defence, 
Marshal of the Soviet Ucion R.Y.Malinovsky. 

Speech by N.b. Khrushchov 

_ Dear comrades, 

Today. we mark the sraduation by. our military academies of 
a new detachment of highly skilled officers. 

Way I on behalf of the Central Committee of cur rarty, 
tne Presidium of the supreme poviet and the Soviet Governnent 
heartily congratulate the graquates of tne acadenies and wish 
you dig successes in tnat important activity you are called 
upon to conduct in military units. (Stormy applause. ) 

ον The soviet people love their own Arny, they are proud of 
those who dedicate their iife to building uy the Armed Forces, 
strengthenins the cefensive potential of our great Homeland! 
(prolonged applause. ) 

I congratulate the professors, teachers, the entire staf 
of the academies who have worked hard to impart to the student: 
the necessary «knowledge, to help them master the latest achieve- 
inents of contemporary military science. (Prolonged applause. ) 

L - 
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We greet the officers from the socialist countries who have 
finished military academies this year. we wholeheartedly 
wish you to work fruitfully on strengthening the traternal 
armies for the good of your peoples, for the sake of the 
interests of the entire socialist camp. (Prolonged applause. } 

Comrades, you-have finished your studies and will soon be 
sent to military units. Each of you can and must make his worthy 
contribution to the great and hon@irvable cause of strengthening 
the Armed Forces of the soviet Union. You must always bear 
in mind that the Soviet people, the Communist Party and the 
Government entrusted the soviet soldiers with the defence of the 
achievements of the Cctober Revolution, the achievements of 
socialism, attained under the leadership of the Party of the 
great Lenin. (Stormy applause. ) 

The Armed Forces of the Soviet Union and the fraternal 
socialist countries stand guard over our splendid present - 
and the still brighter future to which our peoples are advancing 
under the banner of Marxism-Leninisn, 

Our entire country is preparing tor.the 22nd Congress of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The special importance 
of the 22nd Congress lies in the fact that it will adopt a 
new Party Program which will lay down the principal tasks in 
economic and cpltural developments, in foreign policy 
and in the communist education of the people. The Program 
will chart the concrete ways of the soviet people's movement 
towards communisn, — 

Before long all Soviet citizens will be able to acquaint 
themselves with this highly important document and to rejoice 
at the future of their country which in the next two decades 
will achieve magnificent successes in the advance of the economy 
and culture, in the rise in the living standards of the Soviet 
people. In its economic development the Soviet Union will outstrip 
the major capitalist countries. (Applause.) 

Comrades, the Soviet Union 15 a profoundly peaceloving 
state. There is no other. country in the world which has done 80 
much to safeguard a‘lasting peace and international cooperation. 

The Soviet Union has been exerting tremendous efforts in 
order to reach agreement on disarmament with strict international 
control. The idea of general and complete disarmament, advanced 
by the Soviet Government, has been unanimously approved by the 
United Nations General Assembly and met with broad support in all 
countries of the world. 

However, as the talks have shown, the ruling quarters of 
the western powers, while paying lip-service to the idea 
of disarmament, do net really want it. Of late they have even 
been afraid of mentioning general and complete disarmament. 
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They seek to confine the matter to control over armaments, 
olacing under tneir control, above all, the up-to-date types 
of Suviet armaments and military equipment. 

The estern powers even frustrate the reaching of 
agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapons tests by refus- 
ing US an equal status in the control agency. They would like to 
See ε system of verification of the cessation of nuclear 
tests functioning in our country while we would essentially 
be kept away from participation in the work of control 
agencies. There would be nothing for us to do but submit to 
the decisions of an international administrator, a kind of 
new Hammarsk joeld. 

Today it is acknowledgélin the west that the forces of 
the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries are not 
inferior to the forces of the Western powers. However, the 
proper conclusions are not drawn from this fact: given equal 
forces, there must also be equal rights and equal opportunities. 
Yet our partners, acknowledging that the balance of power has 
bilted not in their favour, mevertheless want to dominate 
in international agencies and impose their will on then. 

In the solution of.the disarmament preblem and other 
international issues, the Soviet Government does not seek to 
place the western powers in an unequal position. But we will 
never forego our interests, 

the soviet Union has always been ready to examine in a 
businesslike manner all proposals which are advanced by 
governments and statesmen of various countries. 

We Delieve that it would be a good thing to revert to 
some proposals which various countries have made in recent 
years. for many of them are highly realistic and their 
implementation would promote the cause of peace. Let us 
take, for instance, the Polish proposal for a nuclear-free 
zone in the centre of Europe; the proposals for the withdrawal 
of foreign troops from alien territories to within their 
national boundaries; the conclusion of a non-aggression pact 
between the NATO countries and the Warsaw Treaty Urganization; 
on averting surprise attack and tne establishment in rvrope 
of a zone of reciprocal inspection and aerial survey on 
both sides of the line dividing the armed forces or NATO 
and the Warsaw Treaty. 

would the acceptance of such proposals hurt anyone? No, 
it would facilitate a relaxation of international tension, 
Liquidation of the "cold war" and better mutual understand— 
ing. However, even if these measures are implemented, general 
and complete disarmament remains the most cardinal problem whose 
S0lution would radically amprove the entire. international 
Climate, would make people confiuent that there will be no third 
world war. The Soviet Jnion will do its utmost to have this 
problem solved for the good of mankind. 
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Gur country wants to have good relations with 
811 states. Jne must have a sober approach to the solution 
ΟΣ international disputes. We want to eliminate the 
vesviges of World war Two, to put an end to the “cold war" 
and thus to help reach agreement on disarmament. It is 

tim: to draw a line beneath the past, it must not stand 
in the way of the future, 

Permit me, comrades, to dwell in greater detail 
on such an important question: as the conclusion of the German peace treaty, to let you know what our policy is and what situation is now taking shape. 

the Soviet government together with the governuents 
of the other socialist countries proposed to our allies in 
the war with fascist Germany to conclude a German peace 
treaty and on this basis to normalize ths situation in 
West Berlin. We also urzed the head of the West German 
Government, Chancellor Adenauer, to show understanding and 
good will for a solution of this vital task of our time. 
The socialist countries have said openly that they want to 
conclude a peace treaty this year since over 16 years 
have elapsed since the end of the war, a more than adequate 
period to prepare a solution of this oroblen. 

What are the Western reactions to this? ‘the governments 
have not yet replied officially, 

But many reports on this score 
have appeared in testern oress organs, which are close either 
to governuent circles, or to military staffs or to ruling 
parties. Unfortunately, voices are being heard expressing 
much nonsense and little common sense, Wwe are threatened, 
are told that they will stand "firm's resort to force in 
order to break through to West Berlin when the German peace 
treaty 18 sizned, 

Or late threateninz notes have δῖβυ been heard in 
statements by leaders of Western governments. General de 
Gaulle, President of France, recently declared that one 
French division would be shipped from Algeria to #urope 
in autumm in order to reinforce WATO, iir. wacuilllan, 
Premier of the United Kingdom, also has not yet found 
better, more construc¢ive words than statements on "firmness" 
ror the sake of preserving the vestiges of war and occupation 
in Germany, 

The soviet government stands on positions of peace and 
peaceful coexistence, on nositions of respect of soverelgnty 
and noninterference in tne domestic affairs of other states. 
we have stood and we will stand firmly on this. Our firmness, 

thus, has a definite, péacerful trend. 
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When others in one breath mention firmness and the 
necessity of mobilization, the Shipment of more troops 
to murope and the like-=this 15 quite a different course, 
This is obstinate unvillingness to heed the demand of 

the time and the voice of reason, an atvenpt in the old 
fashion to resort to arms, believing that this is the 
weishtiest argument in solvinz urzent international 
problems, 

Replying to our, it would s¢em, most natural proposel.s 
for the conclusion of a peace treaty, the west begins cto 
count divisions, and Chancellor sderausr is shouting 
himself hoarse for nuclear weapons. What dces adenauer nec. 
nuclear weapons for? Twice verman militarism nas engineerca 
world wars. Now, when tne wounds or .orld war Two are οὐχ τι 
felt, he calis for nuclear weapons, The sundeswehr needs 
them not for peace, but for unleashing a cnird worid wac, 

wany O© you, comredes, fought in World War Two and tau 
for yourselves how much suffering 1t orovwyht, you experienc ad 
for yourselves the meaning of war. You all unaerstand what 
a war would mean now, god forbid that 1t breaks cut. Here 2; 
is not the number of divisions that will be deciaive. 
In a nuclear war the tone wiil be set by rockets, atom ara 
hydrogen bombs. And it is not so important how many divisic: - 
will be shipped from algeria: one or ten, it makes no 
difference, 

Herr adenauer did not fizht and, evidently, wants tc 
make up for it in kis old age. He has alse indicated éEsein’. 
whom to fight. aS recently as lest cunday the Bonn Chance: 
lor again quaiified the Soviet Union as ‘potential enouy' 
and aemanded that the bundeswehr snoula become equal in 
armauments with this enemy. at tne same time he cursed 
those who are advocatinzs neutrality in ‘'estern Germany. 

Did the Chancellor think wnat he was sayine? He lov: 
pass himself orf as a victin of Hitler, vet ne Follows ... 

Hivler's roctsteps. sadeneuer, évidently, nas no idea wines 
contemporary war means, otueivise ne would not play ἄρθροις . 
wrecklessly with the destinies vf human veings, 

One muse call not for war, but Yor peace, cne must i. 
worsen the atimospnere, must not Carry watvters to ἃ 

contlict. Let us sit down at a table an calmly digcus: _. 
questions without resorting to tareats. μὰ aropose the 

convocation ci a peace ccnierence and we shall jc thers 

Our avait treacy. Let che Western vowercs wake Uneir pro. 
submit vuneir draft for 4 peace settlement. We sholl discu.. 

all proposals and accept those which will in tne tesi way 
racilivate tne strengthening of peace and which pay aue ee 
to the interests and sovereignty οὐ all :cates. 

= ——— oes 
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West berlin is an island inside the serman Democratic 
nepublic, an island, where the capitalist order has been 
preserved, ie do not went to interfsre in the domestic 
affairs of the city's population or airfect the presvige 
or the United States, the United Kingdom and trance. 
Is it possible to find such a sSokution as would satisfy 
all countries that i.ought against cermany and would now 
disturb the established way or life an vest Berlin? Yes, 
it is possiole, and we propose such a solution--to grant 
west cerlin the Status of a free city, to wive it a 
gBuarantee elther by the your Great Powers, the United 
mwtates, the United ingdom, France and the soviet Union, 
or by neutral countries, or by the United Nations 
organization. {τ the western powers have a vettver version 
of guarantees, let tnem propose it. 

However, it iS Dut natural that any West sberlin solution 
must taxc into consideration that the city lies in the 

centre of ἃ Sovereign state and that all communications 
of “Vest cerlin with the outside world pass across the 
territory of that state. It is accepted in international 
relations that access to one country or another across the 

territory of another state nas always required ao oropriate 
agreement with the authorities of that svate. 

ror instance, the Soviet and british sovernuisnts set 
up a regular air service between Moscow and Londcn. The 
route of the ilishts passes through Copenhagen. Eut no one 
would have permitted us to fly via Copenhagen had we not 
reached an understandin; with the Danish governuent. 15 
is s0 normal and legitimate, tnat there is nothing puzzl- 
ing about it. So why should there be anocher procedure 
for flignts over the territory of the German Democratic 
Revublic or in using her roads and railways? 

Proposing tO conclude a German peace treaty and on 
this basis to solve the proodlém of εν berlin, ve tnrer cos, 
no one. we do not aemand ¢ither changes in the postwar 
social and political condivions in cone state or anotne», ur 
the estaolishment or new frontiers. The soviet Union does 
not.searcn ror any gains ib the péace settlement, aces an. 
seek to humiliate anyone or infringe upon anyone's 
interests, 

“he socialist countries do not cacroach upon the τὸ τὺ 
or the west overliners freely to determine the zodal 
and economic order under which they want to live, No 
one 15 s0ing.to create obstacles to the access to Vest 
Berlin. The city will be able to establish and maintain 
contacts with any State to the extent it will be advanta crc. 
GO ite 
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18 soviet Governaent agrees with rresident fennedy's 
recent stavewent thet any vest Berlin solucion must not 
infringe upon the ri;hts of the population of this city 
bO iexke an inaepenaent choice as rree people. Our proposal 
tully accords with chis demand, 

the soviet covernnent is ready for the most far-reaching 
guarantees aS resards west berlin. I have more than once 
mentioned various forms of suarantees, but tne NATO 
countries, which Yan up a pSycnocis over west Berlin, 
studiously hush up this part of our proposals, 

whe capitalist "free" press, sensing the weakness 
of the tiestern positions, is Shouting that the Soviet Union 
wants to seize West -erlin, make some gains at the expense 
of others. 5y such fabrications it seeks to conceal from 
public opinion the genuine nature of the Soviet proposals. 

we do not encroach upon West Serlin or the freedom of 
its population, we are for the freedom of ‘iest Berlin on the 
basis of freedom, rather than on the basis of occupation. 
We want nothing but the liquidation of the vestizes of 
World War II in order to improve the entire climate in 
burope. That is precisely why the soviet Union insists on 
tne conclusion of a German peace treaty. 

The Soviet Union regrets that the leaders of the 
western powers do not Show a desire to cooperate with us 
in the conclusion of a German peace treaty, wither they 
do not understand the importance of a peace settlement 
with Germany for the destinies of peace, or, what is more 
likely, they cannot rise above the narrow interests 
of tneir military blocs, 

This is clear and understandable to all who search 
for reasongcble solutions. But there are people who depict 
our proposals as a "threat" and then say that they will 
reply with force to this ‘toreat." Is this a sober policy? 
It is not without reazon that it is justly criticised 
in tne western countries theuselves,. siany people there 
correctly assess the Situation, urge the leaders of the 
United States, britain and France to &@bandon prejudice and 
to examine how remote Western policy is from the real 
conditions in which states Live, 

One can refer to such prominent authorities in the 
\iestern world as the united tates General Macarthur who 
in a recent speech at sanila called for outlawing world war, 
Or to the British Fieldmarshal liontgomery who suggests the 
withdrawal of all foreign troops from surope, the liquida- 
tion of foreign military bases, the withdrawal of foreign 
troops frou Berlin, etc. this is the voice of men who have 
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τοὺ ht ir wars; they know the meaning of war and have a 
correct idea of the calamity a new world war would bring 
to mankind shoulc it break out, 

ve urge tne discarding of the method of intimidation, 
Jax must not be colerated=-it will take far too many 
hudaan lives. she first shots might be fired on the . border 
where troops are facing each other. 5ut who can suarantee 
that tnese shots will not be echoed by nuclear explosions 
taroughout the world, that a war will not begin which 
mixes Up tront and rear? wveryone must be aware of this. 
Those who tnreaten us ousht to knOw that we are able to 
rebuif agcrecsors, We have means for this. (Prolonged 
ap Pe 1ause, ) 

fhe scviet Union made tremendous progress in the 
development of its economy, culture and technology. our 
people created and built up their armed forces that bore 
the brunt orf the struggle against fascism and crushed 
German wilitarism. his gives us the right--I think I shall 
be understood corecély--to appeal to the leaders of the 
countries that were our allies in the last war, to the 

President of the United States, ifr. Kennedy, the President 
ox the French kepublic, General de Gaulle, the Prime 
Minister of Great Britain, Mr. Macmillan, urging them to 
display wisdom in the solution of the German problem, to 
attend a conference together with other peaceloving 
states and to conclude a peace treaty. (Applauge.) 

Common sense and once again common cense=--is needed, 
above all, now. and it must find an expression in peaceful 
deeds, in the desire to eradicate tension. No other step 
in our time can be more péaceabie than the conclusion of a 
peace treaty and the liquidation of the vestiges of the 
last mar. 

we propose peace, we want that reason should prevail 
in the relations between states, that there should be 
peaceful coexistence and competition as to what system 
Secures greater material and spiritual blessings to the 
peoples. The peoples must determine theaselves what System 
accords with their vital interests: the communist system 
or the capitalist? 

Proposing the conclusion of a'peace treaty, the 
Soviet Government does not want that some should gain and 
others lose, Itt us record what exists. No one's sovereignty 
will be arrected by tne conclusion of a German peace 
treatye the milltaristic revenge»seekin; quarters in 
Western ΟΡ, of course, will dislike the peace treaty. 
Is will tie their hands, make it more difficult to collect 
forces for fresh gauwbles. But the meaning of a peace treaty 
actually is to cut short the dangerous play of the West 

German revanchists who seek to take advantage of instability 
in svrope and to set at Loggerheads the Great Powers, 
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I repeat, there are no Serious reasons which could 
really prevent a peace settlement with vermany, tut neverthe 
less the opponents of international relaxation and the 

conclusion of a peace treaty seek to justify such position 
by all kinds of ansolvent arguments, 

They declare, for instance, that the division of 
Germany prevents a peace settlement. Is the 'iestern 
powers really wanted to help the iemnans to unite, far 
from obstructing ,they would advise the sovernuent of the 
Federal Republic of uermany to enter into negotiations 
With the Government of the ucrman Democratic Hepuvlic. They 
would support the proposal of the Governuent of the German 
Democratic Republic for setting ub a conrederation of 

the two verman states, 

if the absence of an alleserman ,overnuent really 
prevented tae conclusion of a peace treaty, tne Western 
powers and the frederal .iepuvlic or werMany would accept wit 
preposal the soviet Union 15 now making, vo wit, that the 
Germans should meet before the signing of a Lerman peace treaty 
to hammer out common views both on the question of a peace 
settlement and on the reunification of the country. 

It is the ousiness of tne wermans thenselves to resiore 
Germany's national unity. No states nave the right to 
interfere in this arrair, because no one can solve this 
question but tne Germans trermselves. we do not intena to 
conauct any ¢alxs on this yuestion. Let the Sovernuents 

of the BPeaeral xepuolic of Germany and the German Democratic 
Republic reach agreement on tnis question and we inall 
recognize any decision they cone to. 

But if anyone calculates to liquidate witn our hands 
the socialist system in the German Democratic Republic, he 
is livin; in a worid οὐ illusions. The ‘erman Denocratic 
Republic has a loyal ana reliable friend in the Soviet 
Union. (applause, ) 

There are meny vnasettled netvers 
apparently, is novi aciinowledzed by av: 
Losical conclucion--we must eecolve taese natters 
nov wait vill the, cause a conflict. yuescions Οἱ 
international nature must be resolved at & corres 
forun. Inter-German problems can be cettled only by the 
Germans thewseives. 

in -ermany. ‘thie, 
ryone gad nerce whe 
8 

of our former aliies does not sign togeteer with us 
ΘΒ ocace treaty and 1f ἰθὺ vermany PeideesS CO accert vt. 
hand οὐ wecouciliacion extended to her boy tne socialist 
states, Sut we cannot pur uo with tae .clution of this 
question, vitally important gor so Many foates ana peopie., 
being draj,ea ous ror hany Hore years ouly becauce certain 
quarters wish to save for themselves op vcrcunitiss for 
revenge and to perpetuate an occupation revise in a pare 
of the Geran territory, 

the soviet Governuent will re sret very much if anyone 
ὉΠ 
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The Soviet Union will be confronted with-the necessity of 

reaching agreement with the German Denocratic republic and 
the countries that wish to conclude a peace treaty with this 
peaceloving German state. 

The procedure of the conclusion of a peace treaty with 

the German Democratic Republic wili conform strictly to the 
obtaining international practice and customs. After the conclu- 
sion of the treaty the suviet Union will lay down all obliga- 
tions it had hitherto discharged on the communication lanes wit:: 
west Berlin. In short, the Covernment of the German Democratin 

Republic will.enjoy fuil sovereignty over all its territory 
gust as any other independent state. (Applause.) 

You, Comrades, are military people and you know very well 
what it is to disregard the provisions of a peace treaty and 
to try to violate the soverei,snty cf the German Democratic 
Republic. many of you will serve in th rorces which, under tx - 
Warsaw Treaty, are staticnecdi in the territory or the German 
Democratic Kéepublic and this means thas you will have to rebuii 
the aggressive forces if they decide to frustrate peaceful 
settlement by force of arms. I call your attention to the facs 
that it is precisely a geese twaaty to which some people 
threaten to reply with force and to cause a dangerous internat... i 
Crisis. 

The soviet Government is displaying persistence in the 
conclusion of a German peace treaty, convineed that if measures 
are not taken now to normalize the situation in Geruany and 
est Berlin, the people may oe confronted with the fact of an 

ageression launched by the vest German wiiitarists. There is 
no guarantee that some venture of tne est German successors 
of hitler will not kindle the fire ot ὁ big war. Then it will 
be too late to investizate wreat prevent the timely conclusion 
of a peace treaty and why, despite ali the warnings of the 
peaceloving forces, militarism in west Germany was allowed to 
rise to its feet ana tase up arms again, 

Remember how Hitler pusned the world to the brink of war ana 
then unleashed it. ile g@dvancéed ἐμ αλλ, step by step, 
gaetnodicaily to this goal, extorted concessions Irom the western 
powers. he was encouraged by tic riitng quarters of britain, 
brance and America. Tney believe that with the help of tascraéi: 
Ghey would be able to defeat the Laviet tnion to destroy 
cOmmunisu. 

There is a no little nuaber of documents and books 
describing how Hitler vermany prepared world «war ΤΙ, kecentl, 
1 read, for instance, tre book by the [reuch journalist 
Genevieve Tabcuis ‘Twenty Years of Liplomatic strupsle-." This 
buok snows very well the backstage side of tne collusion of 
German miditarists with the reactionary rorces of the other 
countries of monopoly capital. agnarently. the frantic nono- 
colists and West serman revancnists would not wing embarkin: 
again on this road with ἃ view ty settling disputed questions 
through war. 

- ».-- .»»........ὄᾳἍ .. ...--.- .-- -- 
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The monopolists regard tne question of comaunism, its development, 
as the principal issue. Their reason is obscured by hatred for 
communism, ror the countries of sccislism. Their centres of 
restraint may fail them and the imperialists may unleash 
a new war. Adenauer 15 repeating what Hitler had done in his 
Gime when preparing for war. And actually the same countries 
tnat encouraged Hitler are now encouraging him. But they forget 
that the situation has changed radically since then. In those 
days the soviet Union and People's mongolia were in a capital- 
ist encirclement. Now the mighty socialist camp is growing and 
saining in strength, a camp which unites over one thousand 
million people. The colonial system is collapsing and ever new 
independent states are emerginy and embarxing upon the road of 
& peaceful policy. Today it is not the forces of imperialism, 
but the forces of peace and socialism that determine the main 
laws, the main direction of internationel and social develop- 
went. (Brolonzed applause.) 

The Soviet Union is displaying maximum good will to achieve 
understandin, with our former allies and the Federal 
sepudlic of Germany. But the language of threats and 
intimidation to which the west often resorts does not 
promote a businesslike atmosphere for negotiations. moreover, 
under such circumstances, the conclusion of a peace treaty 
with the German Democratic kepublic, with all the attendant 
consequences, may prove to be the only way out of the obtaining 
Situation, 

We shall sign the peace treaty and order our armed forces 
to administer a worthy rebuff to any @zressor if he dares raise 
a hand on the soviet Union or our friends. (Stormy applause. ) 

The soviet Government sincerely strives to achieve a lasting 
peace. But we must not forget that the safeguarding of peace 
sepends not only on our desire, not only on our efforts. A last- 
ing peace can be ensured only if efforts to achieve this goal 
are exerted also by the governmeuts of other states, if the 
vecples of all the world fight ror this. 

we Say that a new world war is not inevitable. However, it 
ist not ce considered that tné possibiiity of war has already 
vseon ruled out completely, inasmuch as tne imperialist powers 
»vtll exist. ‘nis is why we gust be ready Tor any contingencies 
ata Well prepared. The soviet people and our youths, above all, 
Ju.u% be vigilant and ready to defend the country, to rebuif 
the aggressor if he uares attack cur Homeland. (rrolonged 
apuclause.) 

ee uust perfect our weapons, improve our skill in handling 
meus, suv tnat tuey woulu fire without fail and with pinpoint 
psucision. This must be remewbered primarily by you the commander: 
and Leaders ot our iorces,. Tne soviet Aruy must be ready at 
aay woment to defend reliably the peaceful construction of con- 
.UMNLSM in the sovist Union and to fulfil its internationalist 
Juv¥ ΟἹ rendsrin, aid to the other socialist nations. (Applause. ) 
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. The »oviet Armed Forces touay have, everything necessary to 
solve successfully the responsible tasks set before then. 
They vossess the-necessary quantitics of thermonuclear weapons, 
tne most efficient means of deliverin, them -- close combat, 
intermediate and intercontinental missiles. 

. It is best for those who think of war not to imagine 
that distances will save them. No, if the imperialists 

unleash a war, it will end with imperialism's complete 
debacle and ruin. Mankind will end once and for all the system 
which gives rise to aggressive wars. (Prolonged applause. 

Comrades, the Government of the Soviet Union follows 
attentively the military measures taken of late by the 
United otates of America and its NATO allies. We cannot dis- 
resard such facts as the building up of armed forces in the 
Western countries, the steps to increaSe considerably the 
number or strategic g-bombers, which are constantly kept 
in the air. The forces of west Germany are being equipped with 
the latest weapons and increased- numerically. 

The United States President wr. Kennedy proclaimed 
in his recent messages to Congress the so-called "new course." 
It provides for stepping up the program of developing rocket- 
wbegile strategic weapons, the raising of the military readiness 
of all services, For this purpose President Kennedy has 
proposed to increase military allocations as compared with 
the draft budget submitted by the previous president by. more than 
three and a half thousand million dollars. This means that the 
ailitary spendings in the fiscal year of 1961-190c will exceed 
52 tnousaad million dollars. The military spendings .1n the 
Federal Republic of Germany increased 18 per cent this year. 
A considerabils growth of military spendings is characteristic 
of Britain, France and other NATO countries. 

This is now the western powers are replying to the 
Soviet Uaion'ts unilateral reduction of its Armed Forces and 
military spendings-conducted for several past years. 

Would it be correct for us in these conditions to continue 
reducing our Armed Forces unilaterally? 

Taxing into account the obtaining situation, the soviet 
Government was compelled to instruct the. Defence Ministry to 
suspend vewporarily, pending special orders, the reduction of 
the Arme:| rorces planned for 1961. (Prolonged applause. ) 

In view .of the growing military budgets in the NATO countries, 

the Soviet Governaent nas passed g decision to increase 

defence spendings in the current year by 3,144 million roubles, 
thereby raising the total military spenaings in 1961 to 12,399 

᾿ million roubles.(vrolonged applause.) raken. t due to the 
hese are rorced measures, comrades.-e are fakin. en. 

emerging circumstances, because we cannot weglect the interests 
of the Soviet peaple’s security, 

Comrades, we are firmly convinced tnat the solution of many. 

pressing problsms, pertaining to tne improvement of the international 
situation,depends greatly on the improvement of relations between the 
Soviet Union and the United otates. Lf course,we realize that the 

improvement of soviet-American relations is not a simple task. it 
cannot be achieved without the desire and practical steps of both sides. 
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Inveresting in tris λιν i 
resident of the Uoited States. Ge dune 26 
press convercace. where he qvelt on oeaceral cconomic cometi- 
tion yetween our two countries, ‘ve aporeciave sucn an apvroacn, 
This, of course, is much better than conpetins in the develop- 
ment of ever more daStructive types of weapons, Vie nave 
always said this and we gc on repeating it, 

Η πος Per ert) “ag 4 “ S the suatenent wate by vane 
- ~ vty 

The Soviet Union still lags benind the United States as 
regards the level of its economic development and we frankly 
admit it. But our country has inexhaustible notentialities vo 
overcome this lag quickly and to become ricner than tne 
United States, 

The Soviet people are convinced that the time is not far 
off when the Soviet Union will overtake and outstrip the United 
States economic..lly, This is not wishful thinking, odut 
feasiole plans based on concrete dalculations, 

Our desire to be richer than the United States, to overtake 
it in economic development does not mean, cf course, a threat 
to the United States, Some people call this our chailenge to 
the United States. But this 1s ἃ challenge to peaceful 
competition. What's bad in it? Irrespective of who Wius tnis 
competition, the peoples of votn c.untries will venefit from 
it, because they will enjoy the soons of penceful labour, 

Picsident xsennedy acknovledyjed in his stavement at the 
press conference that the socialist system permits the Soviet 
Union to ovcrcome the United Stat:s. He believes, however, 
that this will happen in a more distant ruture tnan indicated 
by us. He questions the feasibility of our pleas, out facts, 
life itself eloquently show that he is not right. 

I snall not polemize with Lir,Xennedy, Simole calculations will 
sufvice. The volume of the Soviet Union's i:dustrial production 
accounted for 60 per cent of the American autput in 1960, The 
average annual rates of industrial srowth in our country 
equalled 10.6 per cent during the past 16 years, If the Soviet 
industrial output continues growing annually by 10 per cent, 
in 1966 the Soviet Union will produce 106 per cent of the 
hoelouse.’ American output and in 1970 ,156 per cent, 
(Applause. 

To grow 56 per cent in 10 years, United States industrial out- 
put must increase 4,5 per cent annually, But even if the Americans 
succeed in ensuring; an annual increment of 4.5 per cent, és 
lir,.Kennedy would like it to be, we shall overtake them just 
the same in 1970. (Applause.) 

If the Americans retain the rate of their industrial output 
at 2 per cent, which they averaged in the postwar years, the 
Soviet Union will outstrip America already in 1967. If saerican 
industrial ovtout increases by three per cent a:miually, we shell 
leave vhem behind in 1968, 
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Avproximately the sane figures οοὐἹ ve adcuced with regard 
co tie prospects Yor agricultural acvclopment in our tro 
coumlrics, 

Forecasts on economic development arouse most of the arguments, 
cf course. I am sceptical, for instance, avout ir iennedy's 
statements which he made during the election campaign, 
crivicizing wisenhower for the low retes of American economic 
development. He promised an economic upswing and lower 
unemployment with the advent of the new administration in the 
United States, 

Beck in those days, speaking to iirs. Roosevelt, I said that 
if the Democratic Party came to power and lir.Kennedy became 
President, he would hardly be able, in my opinion, to achieve 
more in the economic sphere than Disenhower's vovernuent, 
aS a matter of fact, this is exactly what hapvened, Looh, for 
insteuce, at the unemployment, Last Jctober the United states 
had three and a half million jovoless. This June, eight months 
later, the number of unemployed did not decline, out increased 
to vive and a half million. 

Under the capitalist system the economic development dv vends 
very little on the President. Every capitalist disposes or his 
capivals himself, bhrows the workers out into the street if 
this osnefits hin. 

Such are the laws of capitalism, draconic laws that still 
operate, however, The socialist system, or course, does not 
end caimot have all this. 

Je ean argue about the prospects of economic develovaent 
in this or other state. We can make various guesses, out tuese 
arguments are not a reason for war among states. 

So, let's allow history, ir Kesanedy, to determine who is 
makings correct forecasts and who is erring. (Applause. ) 

An important role in the development of zood relations among 
nations is played by economic, cultural and ovher contacts, and 
the Soviet Union is striving to develop then. ie have 
ravouradle trade relations with Great Britein, France, Ttaly, 
Japan, cond jest Germany, This trade benefits both sides, 

‘Our trade relations with other countries are developing, 
too, Sut this cannot be said about trade with the United States, 
actually we do not have any trade with the United States and 
this is not to the advantage of the two countries, I should 
like to “ve understood correctly. We come out for the develop-~ 
nent of trade with the United States of America not because 
we camiot do without it, The Soviet Un-on will not only keep 
golng, out will continue its rapid advance, fulfilling and 
overfulfilling the drafted economic plans, 
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sub is it pessible to speak earnestly about the improvement 
of relations and the création of an atmosphere of confidence 
vetween the two migutiest powers in the world if one of them 
pursues a policy of economic discrimination with regard to 
another? Of course not. If the United States had displayed 
commoi. sense and siven up the policy of artificially restrict- 

| ing trade relations with the Soviet Union, this would have 
promoted the improvement of friendly relations, the tmprovement 
of the international climate. 

Nhe Soviet policy is a policy of peaceful coexistence, 
a policy of economic competition. This is why we tell 
President Kennedy, General de Gaulle and Mr. Macmillan: 
Let's compete in this sphere. This would be sensible, 
If we were to conclude a peace treaty with Germany, shake 
hands and declare that we shall devote our efforts to economic 
competition, all the people of the world would heave a sigh of 
relief, This would be a good prologue for further talks and 
the implementation of mankind's age-old dream for a lasting 
peace on earth. We are ready for this and we offer our. hand 
to the Western governments. (Stormy applause. ) 

Comrades, the Soviet Army has scored many glorious 
victories over the enemies of our Homeland. Teday it is the 
most up-to-date, mightiest army of the world. The technical 

| _ basis of our Soviet Army, Navy and Airforce has been radically 
! “ cnanged during the past few years, thanks to the concern dis- 

played by the Party and txze people. Our Armed Forces will go 
on developing and improving continuously, will go on being 
equipped with the mightiest weapons, until a general disarmament 
plan 15 adopted. 

However, no matter how up-to-date and strong military 
techniques are, they can meet their end only if placed in 
reliable and skilful hands of servicemen who are ideologically 
stecied, courageous, and boundlessly loyal to their Homeland, 
(Applause. ) . 

. Responsibility for the fulfilment of the tasks 
confronting the Soviet Armed Forces rests, above all, on the 
officer cadres. To be up to the mark, the officers. 
must persistently master the Marxist-Leninist theory. 

A Soviet officer must always and everywhere be a model 
| of political maturity, high morality, and must discharge his 
| military duty impeccably. At the same time high and constant 

exactingness is needed in the Armed Forces more than anywhere 
eise, along with the iron will of the commanders, unbending 
abidance by the principle of undivided command. To command 
means tq organizer of the masses, to guide the people 
skilfully /t e-set goals 
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Officers must sensibly use their great rights to raise 
battle preparedness, to strengthen discipline and order in 
units and ships. 

Military discipline is called the mother of victory, 
And it must be said that the experience of war fully confirms 
this truth, New equipment and new types of weapons far from 
reducing, immeasurably raise the importance of military 
discipline. 

In our time an officer must have high military-technical] 
training, must possess a wide range of theoretical views. 
He can successfully discharge his duty, if he keeps abreast 
with the development of military theory and practice, 
Suffice it to give oneself airs for a short time, to be among 
those lagging behind, Critical attitude towards the 
results of one's work, irreconsilability towards shortcomings, 
honesty and truthfulness to the party and the people must be 
inherent qualities of all our officers. (Applause) 

The Soviet Army has always been strong thanks to the 
consciousness of its personnel, allegiance to the sacred 
ideals of our Party. A high level of ideological belief of 
the soldiers, their readiness honestly to fight for the 
Soviet Homeland, for our people, for the lofty ideals of 
socialism, constitute the great..advantage of our army over the 
armies of the capitalist states. 

It is imperative to continue persistently rearing the 
soldiers on the ideas of Marxism-Leninism, in a spirit of 
Soviet patriotism, friendship between peoples and proletarian 
internationalisn. 

The strength of our army, created under the guidance of 
the great Lenin, lies in its unbreakable bonds with the 
people. It owes all its successes and victories to the 
Sommunist Party. Guidance by the Party, its constant solicitude 
for the consolidation of ἔξ 3ο enfrmed Forces, is the 
corner-stone of militar 9 ΒΒ thening of the defence 
potential of the Soviet Union. 

The enhancing role and influence of Party organizations 
in the Army and the Navy must continue to be the foundation 
of our entire military policy. It is the task of commanderg 
political workers and all chiefs in their activity to draw 
skilfully on Party organizations, steadily to channel the 
creative energy and activity of Communists and Young 
Communist League members into raising the battle pre- 
paredness of the Soviet Armed Forces, 

Difficult and honorable is the work of our officers. 
They bear the full responsibility for their subordinates, 
for their education and training, The necessity of constant 
battle preparedness of troops demands intense work of 
commanders and political workers and of the entire 
personnel of our Armed Farces. 
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SPEECH BY N.S. KHRUSHCHOV AT THE MEETING OF 2UTRLSEITATIVES Ὁ." 

MOSCOW PUBLIC ΤῸ MARK @HE 20th AiWIIVERSARY OF THE 37GINNING OF 

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR 

Dear comrades. 

Twenty years have elapsed since the day waen fascist cermany 
perfidiously, without a declaration of war, attacked the Soviet 
Union, interrupted the peaceful labour of the Soviet pesnle and 
thrust a difficult, devastating war upon us. 

The entire Sovist people rose ia defence of their great 
homeland, in defence of the achievements of socialism, A sacred, 
people's war against the nazi. invasion bdegar,. The gi.aniic forces, 
the vnbending will of the Soviet peopie, closely rallied 
behind their own Communist Party, became menifest in alt their 
greatness during this war. (Stormy. prolonged avop_ause) 

The Minister of Defence, Marsnal of the Soviet Union Comrade 
Malinovslky Rodion fakovlevich in his report ard other comrades 
who spoke here found fire words to describe the iimnortal 
exploit of the Soviet People, of our galiant azmed forces in the 
Patriotic War. We again and again turn to the events of World 
War II because the war itself and the pericd »oreceding it enable 
the peoples to derive higaly instructive lessons. 

Way back, at the time when Hitler, the German fascists were 
striving to seize power, our Parvy and the Soviet Goverment 
resolutely exuocsed the predatory nature of fascism. warned the 
peoples of the danger threatening them. Tne Soviet Union was the 
Only state which tirelessly called for curbing fascism, for 
preventing it from unleasning another world war, Tre vuice of 
Soviet representatives rang out ioud in the Teague ΟἹ Netions, 
and at antiwar congresses, persistently urging 2 rebuff to 
fascism, wnity for the struggle against the appraaching 
disaster of war. The Scviet Government suggested concrete measures 
for safeguarding the security of peovles, It subnitted to the 
League of Nations a proposal ror general and complete Jisarmanent, 
offered a collective security system which, 11 accayted, would 
have tied the hands of tne fascist agesressors., 

When direct danger of war confronted the world, the Soviet 
Govermment addressed France? witn & proposal to come out jointly 
against tlitler Germany in defence of Czechoslovakia. We also 
tried to reach egreement for the bourgeois governments of 
Poland and Rumania to let our troops cross their territories to 
help Czechoslovakia, 
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But the ruling gucrters of the bourgeois states, blinaed by | 
natred for our socialist country and afraid of the world 
revolutionary movement, did not accept any one of the Soviet 
Government's proposals though their advisability was obvious for 
alle ' . 

The entire. pre-history of World ‘lar II is @ disgraceful 
chapter in the policy of the so=called western democracies, 
The ruling quorters of Britain, France, Poland and other states 
did not balk at betraying the national interests of their 
peoples, Mankind will never forgst the disgraceful Muenich 
Collusion of 1938 when the rulers of Britain and France threw 
the Czechoslovak republic at the feet of the fascist invaders, 
The peoples had to pay for this traitorous policy with the lives 
of millions of their soms and daughters and with terrible 
privations, 

Recall the history of the dispatch of the British and French 
Military missions to Moscow in the summer or 1929, The Soviet 
Government then sugzested absolutely coucrete plans for joint 
actions by the armed forces of tne three powers in case Germany 
should provoke a war in Burcope. At thet tine it would aot yet 
have been too late to halt the aggressor, Had the ruling quarters 
of Britain and France at that time expressed the desire 
and the will to rebuff the aggressor, Hitler wovrlc have tnougnt 
more than twice before unleashing the war. History might have 
taken quite a different shace. There might have been no world 
war ,.llankind would not have sustained sich tremendous cacrifices 
and losses, 

The Soviet Government then saw thrceugh the perfidy of the 
imperialist querters which, ccnaiving at the aggresscr, wanted 
to crush the Soviet Union by means of Hitlers war macnine, We 
understood that by their policy of flirting with Hitler the 
wester powers pursued only one aim--to spearhead German aggressior 
against the Soviet Union, It was clear to us that German fascism 
acted as the mailed fist of world reaction which was Greaning cf 
crusning our country--the strongrold of the international 
revolutionary movement, 

The Western powers had a far~reaching scheme «= to destroy 
the Soviet Union and at the same time to weaken Germany in order 
to. have undivided domination over the werld and to dictetve their 
own terms to everyone, This scheme was expressed most¢ 
cynically by Harry Truman, a former Senator, and later 
president of the United States of America, He said: "If we 
see that Germany is winning, we ought to help Russia and 
if Russia is winning, we ought to help Germany and that way let 
them kill as many as possible..," 

euch 8 policy, the essence of which was so oluntiy set forth 
by Truman, was carried through by the Western powers. These ideas 
aré still alive in the minds of the aggressive imperialist 
quarters of the West, 
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they are not averse to trying this once again if they find a 
force they could push against the Soviet Union. 

But now there is nc such force, The might of the Soviet Union 
and the entire socialist camp has grown so much that if the 
Western powers mobilised 811 their forces in an insane attempt 
to liquidate the achievements of the peoples of the socialist 
countries, even then they would have suffered a complete fiasco. 
Prolonged applause.) 

Even the representatives of the imperialist powers themselves 
now say that a balance of power between the Western states and 
the socialist countries has now been established in the world. 
The understanding of this represents progress on their part, But this progress would be even greater if those who understand the situation this way would actually conduct a policy in keeping 
with the present balance of power, that is a policy of peace 
and peaceful coexistence. 

On the eve of World War II, the so-called Western Democracies 
conducted a double-faced policy and the Soviet Government under- 
stood that they did not want to join efforts with the Soviet 
Union against the fascist countries -- Germany and Italy, that 
they sought to prod nazi Germany against our country. Then the 
Soviet Government had no other recourse but to enter into 
negotiations with Hitler, although it realized that it was 
striking a deal with the devil incarnate, 

It was the perfidious policy of the ruling circles of Britain. 
and’ France that impslled us tc conclude a non-¢ggression pact 
with Germany in August 1939. We sould not act osherwise, 
We had to prevent the establishment of a united anti-Soviet front 
of the imperialist powers and to give our people a peaceful 
oreatning space, 

Later events showed the near-sightedness of the policy of the 
Western countries’ governments and the soundness of the position 
of the Soviet Union. 

The first blow of Hitler Germany feil upon the Western countries, 
But they offered such weak resistance that Hitler, after routing 
them one by one and without exhausting his forces, returned ta 
his main aim--the attack cn the Soviet Union. In the war 
against the Soviet Union the Gérman imperialists pursued not 
only predetory but also class objectives -~ to destroy the 
first socialist state in the world. Tney expected to attain 
their aim in a brief space of time and with littie loss of 
blood, This is precisely how the well-known Barbarossa Plan was 
drawn up under which the nazis expected to overrun our country 
even before the end of autumn of 1941, 
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But tie calculations of the German militarisvs were one 
ining ani the reality was quite another thing. our Armed 
Forses, she whole Soviet people gave heroic resurf to the 
invaders. The war assumed a protracted nature, it became the 
rost bloody of all wars in history, It “ook the toll of meny 
millions of lives, brought unbelievable sufferings to the 
peoples, Enormous waterial values created by the labour of 
many generations perished in the flames of the war. But the 
pezonle <Vhstood the trial of this war and routed fascist 
Geruany, Hitler had to shoot himself and other fascist ring- 
teaders who did not commit suicide were tried, 

But many war criminals as for instance Hevsinger, | _. 
Spe..el and Woertsch succeeded in ecaping punishment. Now 
Jar tcom having any qualms of conscience for their black 
aeeds, they succeeded in getting recognition of their 
*services" from our folimer allies and occupy commanding, 
pes7s in NATO. Apparently, the ruling quarters of the 
Wwesocrm powers profited litsie from the iessons of the past, 

Sixteen years have alrsady elapsed since the end cf tne 
var, but no ρος treaty has been conciudec with Germany so 
far, ivery sober-minded man or woman lmows that people 
striving for peace @nd a war hy signing é. peace treaty and 
ereate all conditions for ending the svate;far at the 
carliest possible date, The Western powers do notwant to end 
var by signing 8 peace treaty which woulo be the nornal 
uning to do, They strive to preserve tne state of war with 
Germany. What for? For peace? Certainly not, When peaceful 
cegvlement is artificially delayed, more tnan that, when 
chose who propose to conclude a peace treaty are threatened 
vith war, the peoples must treat the situation seriously. 
They must block the way to those who push matters towards the 
unleashing of the third world war in which not scores but 
hundreds of millions of people may dis, 

who is incverestved in the avseence of a German paace 
treaty, what forces are prevenviag ivs corclusion? 

Ccrtainly nov the German people or peoples of Eurcpe who 
experienced the horrors of two worlca wars withia last few 
decades. The conclusion of a peace treaty is opposed by 
those forces in West Germany wnich think of revenge and 
are hatching plans for new military gambles. suv it is clear 

w- vo everyone that what matters is not only the Bonn militarists 
and surviving Hitlerites, The schemes of the revenge- 
seekers are encouraged and supported by the ruling quarters 
of tae .esvern powers, 
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Having ended the war, the peoples of the ccuntries of 
the anti-Hitler coalition hoped and believed that Germany, 
which was the initiator of the two world wars, will never 
again become a hotbed of militarism and egsression, 

And what do we have in fact? West Germany has become now 
an influential member of the aggressive military NATO 
bloc. Hitler's generals not only comnand the Sundeswenr, 
but aiso hold key posts in NATO troops; they are in commend 
of those French δὴ British soidiers whose fovhers nad 
fought and died in patties against nazi invaders, In 
Prance and Britain, with the consent of the governments of 
these countries, units of West German troops are being 
instructed and trained for new campaigns, Militarists of 
the Federal Republic of Germany have already sot) hold of 
rocket weapons and are insistently demanding atomic weepons 
for the Bunceswehr, 

Recently we have discussed all these questioas 
in detail with the United States Fresicent ir. Keimedy in 
Vienna. 

We explained to him in detaii why the conelusion of a 
German peace treaty can no longer be aslayed indefinitely. 
This traty must put « seal on the situation which nas 
arisen after the World War II, Essentially we want nothiug 
else, The pogition of the Soviet Government on this 
question is known to all the world. Jt was stated ecmprehensive- 
ly in the memorandum whick wes handed to tne United States 
President and published later on in the oress, 

I dwelt in detail on the German question ir my recent 
radio and television ¢peech and, I believe, there is 
no need to expound our proposals again in Ail detail. 

What is the western reaction to our position? 
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The proposals of the Soviet Gcvernusnt atiracted zroat 
interest and evoked broad resyonse in all countries. 
All people who are interested in strengthening feace recognize 
the need for solving the question of a peace treaty with 
Germany, realize that this question is not only ripe but even 
Overripe. They suvport our proposals which are aimed at a 
peaceful settlement of the German prohlem and offer a good 
basis for this. 

At the same time one must say that the ruling circles 
of the Vestern powers still oppose the conclusion of 8 German 
peace treaty and woula like to turn the German suestion into 
& touchstone for a test of strength. 

Today I shoulda like to warn those wno, like Chancellor 
Adenauer, in reply to peaceful proposals of the Soviet Union, 
6811 for "standing firm" or even threaten to "give rebuff." 

More than on one occasion we reminded the leaders of the 
Federal Republic of Germany about the merite of reason. Is it 
possible, gentlemen, that you have forgotten the inglorious 
experience of your predecessors and would iike +o repeat 117 
You may try and repeat it, of course. But that would be the 
beginning of your end (Apphause). Now times are not what they 
were twenty years ago. Now, not only verman rev2nge-seekers 
but all thoge who would try to support them in a new adventure 
against us would share the fate of Yitlex. (Appleuse). 

These words should not be taken as a tnrect, + is an 
appeal to reason. It is high time to understaac at last that 
the Soviet Union is different now, that the world 13 different 
and that different is the balance of forces and armaments, 

Therefore, Mr, Chancellor, do not try to frighten us with 
your "firmness", You say, that if we conclude a feace 
treaty with the GDR, you will stcpy at nothing, This indicates 
only the weakness of your positions, 

Everyvody knows thet we do not want war, Sut if you really 
threaten Us with war, we are not afreid of such 4 threat. 
If you do touch off a wer, that will be your suicide, (Prolonged 
applause). 

It goes without saying that some unreasonable person may 
commit suicide. His relations will weep over him but humanity 
will not suffer from that, But when statesmen invested with : 
high authority are playing with fire, are threatening to plunge 
their country into the maelstrom of war, they stake not only 
their own lives but elso the destiny of the peoples. By draggin 
west Germany into an acventyre, you are pushing the people of 
your country to suicide. 
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πον οὐ people do not want war and just for this reason 
we Strive to remove what can cauge its outbreak, For the 
sake of this, at the end of this year, we, together with 
Other peace-loving States, will sign 8 peace treaty with the 
German Democratic Republic. (Stormy applause). 

It ia not war, not alliance of some countries against 
others for the purpose of building up forces fcr war, that 
the Soviet Union is offering. We went one thing only - lasting 
peace. It is to strengthen peace that it ia essential to con- 
clude a peace treaty, end thus eliuinate the remnants of World 
var II, Thia we openly proclaim and want one and all to under- 
Stand us correctiy. The Soviet Union wents to sign a peace 
treaty with Germany together with our former ellies. 

Contrary to the noisy ravings of those whe would like 
to keep up international tension, we do not threaten West 
Berlin at all when we urge the conclusion of @ veace treaty. We 
should like sincerely to come to terms on this question t90 
With those countries with which we nad fought together agaist 
Hitler Germany and have common commitments with regard to 
Germany. 

ΒΘ proposes a free city status for Vest Rerlin, We have 
no intention of chénging the social and polivical system in 
vest Berlin. This is the internal matter of its population. 
Neither the Scviet Union, nor the German Democratic Reyublic 
intend to restrict the links between ‘leyt Beriin and all the 
countries of the world, In conformity with intermational law, 
however, there must be respect for the fovereign rights of the 
German Democratic Republic, across whose territory run the 
communications connecting 3850 Bertin with the cuter world. 

On the questicn of Vest Berlin the governments cf the 
United States, Britain and France adhere tc the voositions of 
yesterday. Even-western political leaders have to admit this. 
Wansfield; Democratic nuajority leader in tke United States 
Senate, declared in his Speech of June 4, 1961 that he could 
not agree with the posivion of the Kennedy Administration which 
fails to recognize the erormoue changes that nave cccurred 
Since the war in both parts cof Germany and in Evrope and which 
is fraught with the danger of a nuclear war. He streesed that 
courage is not to stand stuobormly on untenebis positions but 
to seek agreement with cther parties concernei on 8 business—- 
like basis, This is 8 ccrrect approach snd we can only welcome 
it. 
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sect tor sanesfield does not Ccany that with apvroorlat< 
- <i tn. G4 cit vanrees the free city idea is the mest 
mitcole ia tie dresenv conditions, He has suggested that τ}. 
PG 21d the GDF sign such ἃ deciSion and weke their contribu- 
10:2 5C 105 ~Yeetlization, 

[t is true, that Mansfield then loses the 3ense of realit.. 
he (lcnands thas the free city etatus should be epvlied not 
only to Vest Berlin but also to democratic Berlin which is 
xnowr to be an integral vart or the sovereign German Democrati - 
republic, its capitel. Why further complicate the task of 
nornzlizing vhe situation in West Berlin, difficult as it is? 

3 Sovi2at Union scroposes that in Seareh for a solution 
the ἀξ fecto ane de jure situation now obtainirg be taken as 
poiat of departure. ho one demands to break the existing way 

life of :1e Lest Berlin population, ne one 185 going to 
i>tervene in its affairs. But the Soviet Union is not to be 
expected to agree to infringement of the territcrial integrity 
vf the German Denccratic Republic, cor οὗ her Sovereignty. 

> 
Ὁ 
Ν 
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ke proccse that such a peace treaty be concluded with 
ΣΟΎ as wouid not in?’ringe the rights and interests of any 
Of ὍὯΣ Sives, wovld not give some states &) advantage over 
oOLhers. The Soviet Union only propoges te zecord what has 
long Since tékea Snape δρᾶ exists in reality. We vropose de 
jure coneclidation of the existing frontiers of Germany. 

_ 4t is possible that the present frontiers do not please 
the sest German revanchists sut they have only themselves to 
yTam~e I vas not we who began the war for the revision of 
-¥Ont.@YS, The present frontiers of termany took shape as a 
ρα" of the defeat of nazi Germany, as ς result of the 
jJevees of Ghose who had unleeshed 2 oredatory war. (Applause). 
che raw frontiors restored historic justice which hed been 
violé ied by the ancestors of the present-day German militar-— 
ists. (Applause). 

@ are told that the veace treaty we are going to coacluce 
with che German Democratic Reraolic will be a so zarete treaty. 
In my radio and television speech I have already said that 
vhe Jiuited Staves of America, while signing a peace treaty 
“ith .aoan, did not take us into consideration though we had 
een its allies in the war ageingt Javen, Thus it shewed that 
αὖ re θα itself entitled to sign a treaty without us, 
ΔΟΊΗ our rights, ag one of the viotorious countries, were 
irrefutable, 

Nee ee 
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Now we, in our turn, want to exercise on the German 
uestion the same rights which the United States and its 
riends exercised-on the Japanese question. We follow suit, 

no more. (Applause). 

As regards those who try to threaten us with war if we 
Sign a peace treaty with the German Democratic Republic, they 
will bear the entire resoonsibitity for their actions. 

I should like to repeat that all sober-minded people, no 
natter how embittered they are egainst communiém, against the 
Soviet Union, must understand that we live now in 1561 and not 
in 1941. We have all nece3sary means of defence. And we shali 
use these means not for attack but oniy in order to defend our 
homeland, the peaceful lire of the Soviet people, the peoples 
of all socialist countries, who together with us 3tand on 
positions of peace and uphold it against the machinations of the 
Nest German revanchists and their patrons. (Prolonged aprlause). 

Comrades, the indomitable might of socialism was fully mani- 
fested in the Great Patriotic Wer, The Soviet Union oore the 
brunt of the struggle against Hitler Germany which dy the 
time when-it attacked our country hed conquered most of Europe- 
an countries. 

“ve have always said that we achievad victorv cver fascism 
jointly with our ailies in the anti-Hitler coalition, The 
soviet people duly appreciate the assistance rendered them in 
the course of the war by the United States of America, Britain, 
France and other countries. I believe, however, that our former 
allies themselves understand that the decisive contrioution to 

. vietory was made by the Soviet people and we in ne way belittle 
their merits and efforts when we recall the selfless heroism 
ΟΕ the Soviet people. 

All decisive battles of world war II were fcught on the 
easter front: while the United States of Americe lest in 
World War II approximately 300,000 min and Britain aporoximate-— 
ly 250,000, on our front 3uch losses were sustained in individu- 
al battles. There hardiy is & single family in our country 
which did rot suffer from the war. Ovr people Icst the lives 
of many millions of their finest sons and daughters, 

Yes, it was a very hard struggle but the Soviet Union 
stood the test. Not only did it stand the test but emerged 
from the ordeal of World .ar II even stronger than it was. 

Within a brief space of time the Soviet people repaired 
all the war damage. Now even our sworn enemies admit that the 
Soviet Union 1s one of the strongest powers militarily. Besides, 
the Soviet Union is not alone now. We live ena work within 
a great community of socialist countries wnose population ex- 
ceeds one billion. 
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Unleashing World War II the imperialists hoped to bury 
Socialism. But actually it was fascism of Hitler and Mussolini 
that was buried under the war ruins, wnile Socialism has become 
even more firmly rooted in the world. (Prolonged applauge). 
Ne, Communists, believe in the triumph ΟΣ the greut ideas of 
Marxism and Leninism in the name cf which the Soviet people 
fought during the years of World War II sparing no efforts and 
life itself. And it is because we believe in our ideas that we 
now as before stand for peace and international friendship, 
ana fight for general disarmament. (Applause). 

As far back as 1922, on Vladimir Ilyich tenin’s instruc- 
tions, the Soviet delegation came out with 8. disarmament proposel 
at the Genoa conference. In 1927 the Soviet Union submitted its 
disarmament proposals t> the League of Netions, After World Yar 
II the Soviet Union has been pressing for the solution of the dis- 
armament problem with even greater persistence, In 1959 on 
benalf of the Soviet Government, I submitted to the United 
Nations a full-scale plan for universal and complete disarmament 
under strict international control. we firmly stand by this 
position because we sincerely want disarmament which is essenti- 
82 for ensuring peace to all peoole. 

In our plea for disarmament, for peaca and Security of 
peoples, for peaceful coexistence of states witn diffarent 
Bocial systems, we proceed from the idea that the government 
and social ayatem of any country is the internal matter of each 
people and that no one may impose some particular social order 
upon it. 

The monopoly capital bosses whe determine the policy of 
the Westem powers, naturaitly have aconcertion of state and 
socio~political system which is diametrically cpvositeto ours, 
They want to perpetuate the capitalist system at all costs, 
to preserve the system existing in their countries unier which 
the strong plunderse the weak, the ricn exploits the poor and 
appropriates the fruit of hia labour, The Socialist countries 
a@re developing on a different foundation, In socialist society 
All people are really equal because we have no capitalists and no 
proletarians; each member of the society discharges his 
definite social function, working for the g50d of the whole 
people and therefore for his own go0d. The higher production 
rises, the richer becomes our country, the richer becomes cur 
entire society and every memver of this society enjoys the 

benefits of social labour. In the socialist society all are 
equal and this equality in our country is real and not formal, 
88 is the case in the so-called "free world", where the 
Srong ls free to plunder and oppress the weak, 
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Such are the opposing conceptions of tho tro worldo-- 
thy capltalig? werld aad tha aooialist worid, here will 
never Ὁ reconci dation detwoan thes acd bt ἐς our fir 
conviction that the beciabiat conception, a8 Bhs scat 
progressive ona, will prevail over the caplisliot conceptior, 
Hut we atrese agein sein: che soojal system 18 tha 
bupineos of the preple of gach country and this qupstian 
must be decided by thea people iowelf without external 1 
Ltuterforwnce, " 

The Goviet Goverument dg doing everythiag in ibs power to 
eoaure posceful cooxintance of stater wien Eerent eocinl 
eyotess, to 262 τὸ ib thet Chey should not only coexlat wlthout 
wer, Mt also closely cooperate Lointainiog trigk, cueinesrlike 
tradd, cultural, ecientific and ocner contacta. 

It 459 to ensure last? peace Phat we wage the oarugele 
for disarmament. Alshough tha wavtern povers, the Unite: 
BStateg in the first place, atutbornly reject disarmament 
under aone pretexta or other, wa ahrl] inaiet on sur pripegals 
again and again, vl) atrive persistently to sexe ali people 
ucleratand the ceed fur dolving the dicaraeocot probleg, because 
this Ls in the interests of tho peoples. . 

The τοῦς clvcles of capitalist countriog lack the 
courage ὕδ Sey openly that ehzy arp sgeinet Cleasmasent, 
They pretend that they τὸ Pomdy to negotiate, express 
rescimgsn to git endlusaly on various comyittecn and sub 
committees, Phe cudless meotjings on Uisaccanment thay were Leld 
in the sixteen years singa tha end of Worid Yar FT here sot 
puched thie matter a didggle atep forvard, 

Representatives cf countriad of meucpol) cepital ge τὸ 
disarmament talks vita toe sole surponne to rlelesd their 
peoples, te lure them vitn htpe fer agfraweot, but in reality 
to sabovage dieearmaneant, to cuntiove the feverish uve paca, 
&nd thay τ αὶ like ka do this ya sumicgly ae τῇ lay sha ᾿ 
Pluses for the sshotaging of δέσποτα upon thse gociaiint i 
counties, For tatu purse Jourgvola ciplemagy cr propa 
are nerd at wors ὠρ στρ tha fobsisetice thay we prepona 
disarmeaent without συμ ΤῸ] ant thug orevent aareeceny on 
diasruasant. ‘ 

fe hawe exposed tiie naohlowtion. Se have declared in the 
Upit4ad Hations: Gentiemwn, if you want agreement gov in rords 
wut in desda, accept os proposelea for udivergal digermsmant, 
and then we ahall sgccep* any of »our propesals on caatrel. 

The eqemias of dicsrunmagay hava ποῦς, to guy to that. 
They have coly ove path open to bhés: te mislead tha peoplos 
aut to rapaat dadlasely the fable that we gtand for dlsarmamont 
without control. Bus, κα toe eayinte scae, Lick have short logs 
εὐ ona canact σεῦ far cn then! 
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In conditions when the governments of the Western powers 
stuboornly sabotage disarmament, the solution of this vital 
problem entirely depends upon the peoples. All peoples must 
realize the earnestness of the present situation and bring 
pressure to bear on those governments which obstruct the 
solution of the disarmament problem-—-tne most important 
problem of our time. | 

The working people, intellectuals, all people who want 
peace, can and must compel the governments ΟΣ capitalist 
countries to accept disarmament. If this ig not dene, the 
imperialist circles may bring the peoples to a war and then 
it will be too late to look for culprits, Mecern war has 
its own inexoradle law-mass extermination of people, destruction 
of all material values. 

I speak about this in all ssriousness to nake plain to all 
the importance of active struggle for disarmament, on the 
outcome of which the future of mankind will depend in many 
respects. As to the Soviet Union, the people of 811 countries 
may rest assured that it wiil not be found wanting. We are 
ready to sign even tomorrow an agreement on universal and 
complete disarmamentwith any, most strict international 
control. {Applause). 

But we shali not accept control without disarmament, 
because such control would in effect be espionage. In this 
connection I should like to ssy a few words on the question 
of a nuclear weapons test-bdan. At the Geneva talks, the 
Western powers have taken a pusition which does not irake it 
possible to reach agreenert to end trese tests. 

in its recent memorancum tne Soviet Gcovcermnert has proposed 
an interdependent soluticn of the problem of ending nuclear 
weapon tests and or universal and complete disarmament. The 
other day the United States Government has sent us a 
memorandum rejecting our proposal. We shall reply to the 
White House memorandum, But elready now I am in a position 
to say that we firmly stand by the views we rave stated. 

For close to three years already the Seviet Uaion has 
been maxing no nuclear weapon tests, although we have no 
treaty with the Western powers on this master, We can 
continue abstaining from nuclear tests end offer te the 
Western powers to reach agreement on the disarmament problem 
as awhole and on itg component parts, including the question 
of nuclear weapons tests, 

Some American leaders urge the Unitad States Government 
to resume nuclear weapon tests if the Soviet Union does not 
accept the Western powers' demands. 
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Whet can be said about such threats? Jhey will frignten ne on. 
but merely expose the unreasornabdleness of those who resort cv 
them. We must warn these gentiemen: Wo sounser the United 
States resumes nuclear explosions, the Soviet Union will st τ 
testing its nuclear weapons. Quite a few devices which neeu 
practical testing have teen developed in the Soviet Union. This 
testing, of course, will increase the fighting tower of our 
armed forces and enavle us to develop even better atomic and 
nuclear bombs and to improve the technology of their manufactur... 
If in reply to the resumption of nuclear tests by the Western 
powers we did not start testing our weapons we would camage the 
defence potential of our country and of the entire socialist 
community. 

Thus, the entire resnonsibility for the resumption of 
nuclear weapon tests will rest with the governments of the 
Western powers. 

The Soviet Union is persistently pursuing a policy of 
peace, of peaceful coexistence of states with differant social 
systems, a policy of non-interTeftence of some states into 
internal affairs of other states. In negotiations with its 
partners, the Soviet Union is pressing rcr concluding an 
agreement of general and complete disarmament under strictest 
control, an agreenent banning auclear weapons. 

Steadily pursuing our peaceloving foreign volicy, we have 
always maintained that questions of the scciai and positical 
system of states, questions of class struggle and of changing 
the system within some country is tne business of the psople 
of each state. 

The Soviet foreign policy has earned necognition and 
trust of the peoples and we are proud of this. The Soviet 
Union, the countries of socialism are making tiremerdous efforts 
to preserve world peace, are seeking peaceful settlement of — 
disputable and unsolved questions in international relations. 

The Soviet Union, possessing tremendous economic and 
military might, nas never used and will nct use its streagth 
for aggressive purposes, On the sontrary,. it direccs 911 its 
efforts towards ensuring peace, 

Comrades, I am proud of the high award bestowed vpon 
me=--the Lenin Prize for the Promotion of Peace among the Peoples. 
(Stormy applause.) 
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I have already said tnat I regard this prize not only as 
the recognition of my personal efforts as the Head of the 
Government of the Soviet Union but also as recognition cf the 
efforts of all peoples of our country in their persistent 
struggle for the strengthening of peace. (Stormy applause.) 

It is often said in our press that Khrushchov is a peace 
champion, that he will ensure world peace and so on. This is 
fiattering, of course. But to pin hopes on one country, on 
one person even if he stands at the head of the government of 
such a country as the Soviet Union, and to expect that they 
alone can ensure peace while others will be inactive, means to 
do a service not to peace, but to the forces of aggression, the 
forces of war, 

Life shows that to win world peace it is not encugh to 
rely on the efforts of some Single country. It is not enough ἡ 
to find “heroes" of some sort and realy on them to ensure peace, 
In order to ensure enduring peace on Larth it is essential for 
the peoples of our entire planet to make an all-out effort to 
strengthen peace. The peoples ane the peoples alone van force 
the governments which resist disarmament, which build up 
stocks of arms in order to unleash war, to desist from such a 
dangerous and unreasonable policy. 

Peace can be ensured only when the peoples of each 
country will not rely on other countries but will launch 
within their own country an irrsconcilable struggle against 
the forces which stand for war, will make an all-out effort 
to ensure peace. (Applause. ) 

All the peoples want peace, peaceful. coexistence. Only 
& handful of imperialists, represantatives of monopoly 
capital, a handful of aggressive reveng2-seekers in West Germany 
are of different opinion. But the trouble is that represent- 
atives of these circles hold com anding heights in the Western 
countries, occupy key posts in governments and determine the 
policy of the Western countries. 

That is why no people that really wants the territle 
conflagration of the most devastating war never to break out 
on earth can stay aloof from the common strugsle for peace. 
The peoples should realize that only they can and must 
compel thelr governments to renounce the dangerous policy 
aimed at fanning up war passion and the arms rece, can and 
must render harmless those people who conduct a policy of © 
building up aggressive forces, the policy of prevaring war. 
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The Soviet Government, our people must closely follow the 
coends in. the international situation. ft is well~kuown that 
the Soviet Union went to great efrort to achieve a relaxation 
of international tension, Our Government hes submitted a 
proposal on universal and complete disarmament which has found 
enthusiastic resnonse and support in all countries of the 
world. We have dismantled all our military bases abroad. 
The Soviet Union has repeatedly cut its armed forces on ἃ 
unilateral basis, 

However, the Western powers with which we are negotiating 
disarmament have not reciprocated this, have aot adopted 
the path of reducing their arued forces. Far from that, the 
United States this yeas is increasing appropriations for 
armanents by ¢lose to two and a half billion dollars over 
the last year, At oresent ih the United Statcs they are 
discussing the question of increasing the nunerical strength 
of the armed rvorces, They ure busy there establisning so- 
called guerrilla detachments which are to be dispatched to 
other countries to suppress liberation movements, to fight 
against governments and state systens which do rot suit the 
imperialist Western circles. These devachments are being 
trained for murder, sabotage, subversion, 

Chancellor Adenauec is djemanding nuciear weapons for the 
Bundeswehr, It goes without saying that it is nov for play 
that vest German militéerists want to have nuclear weapons, 
out ror revanchist adventures they ave planning against the 
Soviet Union, the sccialist countries and other states, 

Naturally, such measures of the Western powers are nov 
designed to improve the international clinete, ve reech 
agreement on disarmament, ovt to aggravate relations between 
states, to whip up the cold war, We must take a sober view of 
the situation, be vigilant, so that the enemies of sosialisn, 
the aggressive militaristic circles should not catch us 
unawares, 

We must make every effort to strengthen still gore the 
might of our homeland, to raise still nigner ove econony, 
science and technology, to raise the living and culvural 
standards of the people, ; 

_ Now, as before, we must ve tireless in our concern for 
the armed forces of our country which stand guard over the 
sains of the October Revolution, the gains of socialisn. 
Our armed forces must always be ready to ensure dependably 
the security of the Soviet Union, must have all that is 
needed to smash immediately any enemy who will dare to ᾿ 
encroach on the freedom of our Homeland, (Stormy, prolonged 
applause, ) 
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Hay those who harbour aggressive dssigas against che soviet 
Jnion and other socialist countries know wou their fave will 
o¢ if they touch off a war and attack. (Stormy spplause), 

The Soviet Goverament is doing everything in its power 
to eid the arms race, to relieve the people of the grave 
burden of war expenditures, Unfortwiately, to our appeal 
to coapete in the production of material and spiritual values, | 
the imperialist powerg respond by increasing milivary envropria= | 
tiois, by increasing the numerical strength of their armed : 
forces, This wight make it imperative for the Soviet Union to 
likewise increase appropriatioas for arnenents, to strengthen 
and improve our defences, and, if need be, to {nerense algo 
the numerical strength of our armed forces, so as to ensure 
eace and peaceful coexistence relying on our might, | 

(Stomp applause) 7 
Dear comrades, allow ne on oehalf of the Central Committee 

of our Party and the Soviet Government to greeg our valiant 
armed forces which stand guard over the coustructive labour 
of the Soviet people, (Prolonged apolause), We warmly great 
army and navymen, sergeaite and petty otficers, officers, 
generals and admirals and wish them great success in their 
noble military duty. (ProLonged applause), 

The strengthening of the defences of the Soviet Union 
depends on the perfection of all services of our armed forcese= 
infantry aud artillery, engineering and somamicetions troops, 
armoured units and the navy, the ale and rocket forces, 

Tn our time exceptioraily great is the responsibility of the 
rocket forces, especially of wits which service ballistic | 
rockets of various ranges, from tactical tu isterconsinental, 
Their combat readiness and training oust ba of the highest 
level because very much depends on rocket forces, 

It is their crushing power that is the prime deterrent 
that keeps aay povential aggressor from attaeking us and our 
allies, Their capability of swriking in revaliation 18 the 
force which will inexeracly ounish the aggressor, if nevertheless 
he dares to commit an act or madnees ard touches off a new 
war, (Prolonged applause. ) 

Today on the twentieth anniversary of the treacherous 
attack of Hitler Germany on the Soviet viion we think of those 
who gave up their lives for the freedom and independence of 
the great Soviet Homeland, Wever will be erased from the memory 
of the people the great exploit of the glorious soldlera of the 
Soviet Army, of navynen, of valiant partisans, men and women, 
who died the death of the brave in battles against fascist 
invaders, 
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Forever 8.421 we Tenscber tha mialions oF youre Sul sowiet 
pee who parisghed in this ters.ble sar. θελα is no 

iy ia our country whieh did not icce a huabanc or acn, 
a brother on father, a daughter ev sinter. 
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Comrades, Ὁ ask zo to stand to δια οἱ thoes who 
foil in battle agsinet the faectat lnvadecc, for th treedoa 
nnd independence of our Homalani. (Al? rise.) 

Trecenious were the sacrifices meis by our peovle in 
defending the frecdom ahi imdtyemlo ce ot our Xn eked. 
These were secrificer in tha nase of πὶ argot coble cue, 
And now, twenty Τοῦτα aftar tha vulbriak oZ the Greas 
Patriotic Ker, pisteon yeord after it bed ¢oden, cur country 
bes reashsd unparalielod ueighta in the feveloparat of fer 
oaconomy, culture, acitnte, téchmolozy, ami we ΤΊ ὉΔῚ carta ag 
otharl to maw victorles. 

We are proud thas the Soviet yoovle ind by the οπαρ Ὁ 
Party, under the bamicr of Mearcton-~Loninise vos tha firet ts 
accomplish a socinliat revolution umf ushey in a mek ὅλα if u 
hipvory of busenit?. The mreat Joundery of sciantific 
communion blézed the firat puths to x better lifs., xsd ace 
theae paths deve turned inte tho stim road of ell hiaarity,, 
along which the Bee lee of weny counirlén, are ady.ddi a 
victoriously, { Tonged Ex OL AUBS  ) 

The δον θὲ people, heaving built co¢iwlien, are τόῖς ἡδεῖ" 
Tord of imilding compiaiva, fit Lae 

Sppreved tha otaar fay oy a plogur, 
esting of the Party’s tral Gommitia, andl cuich val) 
be published for uiiveresl discussion, vutlines a kraad {tent 
for the compreneosive upbuliding of caesnism, Cor tha 
realisation af the κρότοι dream of all mantind, It gap ves 
our greet Fortune to porticipate in thie lelty couse, 

5 ΜΗ δον 

tong Live the Sovist poeple, sha νὐῦθῶῦ seoplel! 
1 a ADP LSI» 

Lopg live the valiant 4rmed Force? of the Boric Lion! 
Sto la tip Laupe. 

Long live the Cocmantst Parpy of the Soviet Uniun, tive 
organizer papal a had of εὰλ our victories! (itommy, 

AUBE δ 

Long live werld ocucal 
i rigo, Cheera io 
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JOINT SOVIrT-KOREAN CONMUNIQUE 

A party and government delegation or the Korean 
People's Democratic Republic, headew by the Chairman of the 
Central Committee of.the Korean Party of Labour and Chairman 
of the Cabinet of Winisters of the K.P.D.&., Comrade Kim 11 
Sung, stayed in the Soviet Union, on a visit of friendship, 
vetween June 29 and July lv, 1961, at the invitation of the 
Central Committee of the Communist rarty of the soviet 
Union and the Council of -dinisters of the U.w.»5-.R. 

During their stay in the Soviet Union, the party and 
government delegation of the K.r.D.R. visited Moscow, Kiev 
and Irkutsk and paid visits to a number of industrial 
establishments, collective farms, cultural and educational 
institutions, and the Bratsk Hydropower Project. Everywhere 
the envoys of the fraternal Korean people were given a 
warm, cordial welcome by the working ueaople of the boviet 
Union which testified to the heartfelt sentiments of 
friendship and the great sympathy which the Soviet people 
have for the Korean Feople’s Democratic xepublic, the 
Korean people and its lesders. 

During the stay of the party and zovernment delesaticn 
of the K.P.D.K. in Woscow talks were held between the party 
and government leaders of the two countries. 

Taking part in tne talks on the soviet side were the 
First secretary of the Central Committee of the C.P.a.U. 
and Chairman of the Council of winisters of the U.S.S.R. 
N.6&. Khrushchov, Member of the Presidium of the Central 
Committee of the C.P.5.U. and Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the C.r.o0.U. E.k.Kozlov, ifember of the Presidium 
of the Central Committee of the ¢.P.S.U. and First Vice- 
Chairman of the Council of winisvers of the U.S.S-R. 
A.N.Kosygin, and also the Vice-Chairman of the Council of 
_Ministers of the U.S.5.R. and Chairman of the State Plan- 
ning Committee of the U.S.c.R. V.N.Novikov, the Minister 
Of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.i.h. A.A. Gromyko, Marshal 
of the Soviet Union wi,V.Zakharev, the First Deputy winister 
of Foreign Affairs of the U.s.8.8. V.V,Kuznetsov, the 
Chief of a Department at the Central Committee of the C.vV.n-.. 
Y.V.Andropov, the Ambassador Extraordinary and rlenipotentin.. - 
of the U.S.&.n, to the K.P.D.K. A.w.Puzanov, vember of thie 
Collegium of the Foreizn winistry of the U.sS.u.n. I.]T.Tugarir.. 

Taking part in the talks on the Norean Side were the 
Chairman of the Central Committee of the korean Party 
of Labour and Chairman of the Cabinet of wWinisters of 
the K.F.D.R. Kim 11 Sung, wiember of the rresidium of 
the Central Committee of the Korean rarty of Labour and 
Vice-Cnairman of the Central Committee of the korean 
Party of Labour Kim Chan tian, Member of the rresidlium of 
the Central Committee of the Norean Party of Labour, 
Vice-Chairman of the Cabinet of slinisters of the K.P.D.R. 
and ifinister of National befence kiu Kwan Heb,Alternate 
viember of tne rresidium ΟἹ the Ventral Committee of the 
Korean Party of Labdour, Vice-Chairman of the Cabinet of 
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Ministers of the K.P.D.k. and Chairman of the Heavy Industry 
Committee Li Ben Ok, the winister of Foreign Affairs of the 
K.P.D.R. Pak sen Che, and the Ambassador #@xtraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the K.P.u.n. to the U.c.s.&. Li son Un, 

* * * .- * 

In the course of the “talks, hela in an atmosphere of 
cordiality and unanimity, tne- two sides hed a comprehensive 
and frank exchange of opinions on questions of the strengtren- 
ing and further development of the friendly relations and 
cooperation between the soviet Union and. tne Korean 
People's Democratic kKepublic, and also on topical inter- 
national probléms of interest to both sides. ‘The talks 
confirmed anew the identity of views on all the questions 
discussed anu the inviolability of tne’ aliiance between the 
U,8.5.R. and the Korean People's Dewocratic hkepublic 
which is founded on the inmutable priucipies of socialist 
internationalism, mutual assistance and, equality. 

Both sides realrirmed tneir vnanimous striving 
toward the rurther extension or the successfully aevelop- 
ing comprehensive contacts and close cooperation between 
the U.S.S.R. and tne &#.F.D.H, which fully accord with 
the vital interests οὐ tne peuplres oF both cuuntries and 
contribute tc the strengtnenins cf neace and securifiy in 

the Far Fast. 

Tne sides informed ὁδοῦ other of tne measures taken 
by tnem toward the continuous development of the national 
economy, toward raising the izateriai standards of the work- 
ing people, toward the scientific ance cultural progress of 
cvoth countries. 

The Korean side noted tne trenendous achievements score. 
by the soviet people in the all- sat biildine of communism 

under the tested leadersh:p of th? Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union. The severn-Yoer vilen for the development of the 
national econony of the ἴδιο ναι, φησ is the decisive st4..¢ 
in the realization οὐ the misbesy-a- ing tisc Gi DuLiaing 
in the U.5.5.n. the material anc cecernv-ical casis of con- 
uunism, 1S being successtiily rulsi_icd. 

The industry ana ager cultuce or the U.s.s.h. are on 
new upswing, and the παύει ταὶ acd cu-tural starcards of 
the soviet People are imp: oVing Sucsdlly, the .reat achiev. 
ments of Soviet science ard -ecunoloy7, which icund a viv. 
expression in the tligat ci a Soviet wan Lnvo ‘pace, 
have opened up a new era cf the conquest of spece and 
agemonstrated the inexhausticle vital LTorce Οἱ the sociali-: 
system. The soviet peovle have rallied eclcsely around th; 
Communist Party of the coviet Union anda its Central erated 
and now display even ereater labour envnuslasm anc crégati1-. 
activity ln advancing toward the dena Congress of the Saety 
Tne successful buildiag ΟἹ coumunism in the νῦν «Ἀν 
further strengtnens the wignt or tne cocialist camp ana 
inspires tne peoples of ali countries to struszgle for peace © 
national independence anu socialisn. 
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The soviet side noted that the workin, class, the 
labouring peasantry and the intelligentsia of the K.P.D.n., 
led by the Korean Party of Labour which is consistently 
laplementing the Leninist principles or the socialist manage- 
ment of economy, have in a short time scored outstanding 
successes, converting tneir country into an independent 
indus:‘trial-agrarian socialist state which is growing 
stro: ger ali the time. 

The Korean People's Democratic Republic rapidly and 
completely rehabilitated the national economy ravaged 
by inperialist interventionists and then far surpassed the 
prewar level of industrial and agricultural produc- 
Cion. Great successes have been scored in the 
fields of public education, culture, the arts and 
public health. Free seven-year schooling and free 
medical services for the population have been introduced 
in towns and villages throughout the country. 

As a result of the completion of socialist reforms, 
the socialist relations of production, opening up unlimited 
prospects for the development of productive forces in the 
country, have won completely in ail branches of the 
national economy of the K.P.D.R. The working class of 
the K.P.D.h. has grown considerably, national cadres of 
Specialists have been prepared and a new socialist intelligen- 
tsia has been reared. 

Tne high rates of economic and cultural development 
typical of the k.P.D.R. speak of the undenlable superiority 
of the socialist system established in North Korea and the 
correctness Of the policy of the Korean Party of Labour. 
They have become possible thanks to the dedicated labour of 
the Korean people and the utmost possible international 
‘mutual assistance of the socialist countries. 

In the course of meetings and conversations, opinions 
were exchanged on questions of the further extension of 
economic cooperation between the boviet Union and the’ 
Korean People's Democratic Republic. 

The two sides considered the progress in the fulfilment 
of the long-term agreement on reciprocal commodity deliveries 
-and the agreement on soviet technical assistance in 1961-1967 
for the furtuer development of the national economy of the 
K.P.D.K., Signed at the end of last year. They expressed 

/ complete satisfaction with progress in the fulfilment 
of the concluded agreements. The sides also reached agree-~ 
ment on:further steps toward the strengthening of close 
economic ties between the two states. 

AS a result of the discussion of quest igs concerning 
economic and technical covoperation, an agreement was signed 
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between the Government of the U.s...R. and the Government of 
the Και ἢ. On soviet technical assistance for the further 
development of the national economy of ‘the K.P.D.R. 
Under this agreement the soviet Union will render additional 
economic and technical assistance to the K.P.D.h. in 
the development of the metallurgical and mining industries. 
The Soviet side agreed to speed up the deliveries of 
equipment for the thermal power stations which are 
being built with Soviet technical assistance, and also 
to help in the construction of a television centre. 

In response to a request of the Government of the 
K.P.D.R., the Government of the U.»b.o.k. oxtended to the 
Korean People's Democpatic Republic a long-term credit, 
On favourable terms, to cover the expenditures of 
bOoviet organizations in the provision of the technical 
assistance envisaged in the aforesaid agreement. 

An agrecment was also signed on the additional 
deliveries of certain commodities to the K.P.bD.R. 
from the 1.5.5... in 1962-1465 for the aevelopment of 
the chemical industry of the K.P.u.R. 

While the kK.P.uv.R. 5 On a Sharp upswing, while her 
economy and culture are flourishing and democracy is 
developing in South Korea where an antipopular 
regime has been established as a result of American 
ocCypation tnere are economic dislocation, poverty of the 
Masses, woaich have no rig,hts, and a rule of military and 
police terror. ‘The recent events in South Korea were 
especially convincing evidence that in its efforts to 
Suppress the indignation of the people of South Korea, 
its striving for freedom and national welfare, the forces 
of reaction have taken to the road of open military- 
fascist dictatorship which leads to an aggravation of 
tension in Korea and raises additional obstacles to the 
country's reunification along peaceful democratic lines. 

The boviet .eople sympathize deeply with the Korean 
people in the tragedy of the division of their country 
and the occupation of her southern part by foreign br oops. 
The Soviet Union has unswervingly advocated the earlies 
possible restoration of Korea's national unity in accordance 
with the will and the interests of the Korean people. 

The Soviet Union and the Korean People's Democratic 
Repubitc hold that the peaceful reunification of Korea 
1s above all a matter for the Korean people itself, and 
that solution of general Korean problems is only possible 
through negotiations between representatives or North 
and south Korea, 
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The Soviet Side attaches great importance to the proposal of the 
Government of the KRDR. for the establishment of a confederation 
of North and South Korea, In concitions where the South Korean 
authorities do not agree to the holding of demccratic all-korean 
elections without foreign interference, realization cf the idea 
of a confederation provides the shortest end most reliable way 
to the reunification of the country, Realization of this task 
is also served by such steps of the Government of the KRDR. es 
its proposals for trade between the North and the South, the 
organization of economic and cultural cooperation, and the 
reduction of armed forces in botn parts of the country, 

The Soviet side welcomes the continuous efforts of the 
Government of the K.P.D.R. towards the strengthening of peace 
in Korea and rapprochemsnt between the North and the South in 
the interests of the earliest restoration of the national unity 
of the Korean people. The peaceful policy of the Korean People's 
Democratic Republic, along with her econumic and other successes, 
strengthens the international authority of the K.P.D.R. and wins 
her the sympathy of the peaceloving states. 

The Soviet Union resolutely supports the Korean people's 
just demands for the withdrawal of American troops from the 
territory of South Korea. The occupation of South Korea by 
American imperialists is today the main obstacle to the peace- 
ful settlement of the Korean question. The refusal of the U.S. 
to clear the Korean soil of its troops and military bases, its 
opposition to agreement between the North and the South, and 
the continuous activities of/fAmerican military towards the 
further strengthening of their military cases and the introduc- 
tion of mass destruction weapons there, in violation of the 
armistice agreement -~ ull this shows that the American impneric- 
lists and their placemen have not abandoned their intentions of 
extending the colonial rule to the whole of the Korean Peninsuli. 
They ought to know that such plans sre dcomed to failure. The 
fraternal solidarity of the Soviet Union and the K,P.D.R., ths 
joint forces of the socialist camp reliabdly safequard the Koroan 
People's Democratic Republic, as indeed any other socielist 
Country, against encroachiient on the part of imperinlist agri s- 
sors, The Korean People's Democratic Republic is developing t:4 
eaining in strength within the freternali community of socialis. 
nations, embodying the hanes of the Korean people for ths 
realization of its legitimate national aspirations. 

For the further developmant and strengthering of *he 
friendly relations between th3 two countries, fcr supporting 
ond consolidating peace and security in τὰρ Far Bast and 
ti:roughout the world, the Soviet Union and/Korean People’s 
Democratic Republic have concluded a Treaty of Friendship, Cor | - 
vation and Mutual Assistance, This treaty conforms not only ta 
the vital interests of the two states, unswervingly following . 
policy of peace and friendshio among nations, out also ta theo 
interests of all peaceloving states, the interests of the reluixn.- 
tion of international tension. 

The Government of the K.P.D.R, solemnly declared that in 
signing the aforesaid Treaty it proceeded from the assumption 
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that upon the country's reunification along peaceful democratic 
lines, the whole of Korea would be free of commitments assumed 
by either side under the military and political treaties and 
agreements concluded prior to her reunification. And the 
military and political treaties concludea by South Korea with 
the United States should, naturally, become invalid too, 

ὡ x x 

In exchanging opinions on questions of the obtaining 
international situation, both sides noted that the world 
socialist system is now on a steep upswing. The national eccnomy 
of the socialist countries is developing rapidly. 

The Soviet Union and the K.P.D.R., like all the other 
socialist states, are fighting consistently to avert the thres 
of a new war and to ensure tne peaceful coexistence of states 
with different social systems, 

Comrade N.S.Khrusnchov infcrmed the Korean side of his 
meeting with the President of the United States J.Kennedy. The 
Korean side expressed complete support for the peacerul policy 
of the Soviet Union designed to strengthen peace ard relax irtoer- 
national tensions, and declared that the K.P.D.R. welcomed and 
approved the Soviet Union's position on the question or the 
conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany and the solution on 
this basis of the question of West Rerlir, and also on the other 
questions discussed during the Vienna Meeting of N.S,Khrushchov 
and J.Kennedy. 

Both sides stressed the necd for further efforts towards 
the solution of ripe internaticnal protlems and above all the 
problems of general and complete Gisarmiament and the termination 
of the intrigues of the Imperialist powers against the sovereign- 
ty and independence of the freedomloving states. 

Both sides reaffirm that stiuggle against colonialism in 41 
its forms and every support to the national liseration movement 
or the oppressed peoples are one of the uain principles of Ure 
foreign policy of the Soviet Union and the Korean People's 
Democratic Repudlic. They denounce the intervenvion ΟΥ̓ the 
imperialist powers in the Congo, covered oy the United Nations 
tiag, and the colonialist wars in Algeria, Angola end other 
countriés which still have not freed themselves of colonial 
sSlaverye 
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Both sides declare their solidarity with the hercic 
Cuban people upholding the sacred and just cause of freedom 
end national independence, 

A serious threat to peace is posed by the activities of 
the military and political bloc of SEATO, built up by the 
efforts of American imperialists and serving as a tool of 
imperialist aggression in South East Asia, The armed inter- 
ference of the U.S. and other SHEATO countries in the internal 
affairs of Laos brought about a dangerous aggravation of the 
situation in the area. Both sides consider that this inter- 
ference must be stopped completely so that Laos could develop 
freely as an independent state in accordance with its proclaimed 
program of peace, neutrality and national unity. 

The Soviet Union and the Korean People's Democratic 
Republic strongly denounce the U.S. ruler's hostile policy 
toward the great socialist power in Asia--the People’s Republic 
of China. The efforts of the U.S. ruling circles to prejudice 
the sovereignty and legitimate rights of Feople's China, the 
American aggression against the ancient Chinese territory of 
the island of Taiwan and the off-shore islands are an open 
challenge to the cause cf peace and one of the main sources of 
dangerous tension in the Far bast. Such attempts are 
inevitably doomed to failure. The Soviet Union and the 
ΚΡ, Ἐς Tully and completely support the demand of the P.k.C. 
that the U.S. shculd abandon this aggressive policy fraught with 
Brave consequences Lor peace. 

. The Soviet Union and the &«,.P.D.R. cannot remain indifferent 
vo the fact of the occupation of Japan by American troops, or 
to the military collusion between the ruling circles of the 
U.S. and Japan spearheaded against neighbouring states. Both 
sides consider that the aggressive American-Japanese treaty 
concluded in-1960 was a step toward further aggravating the 
situation in the Far East. The security of Japan herself, as- 
well as the interests of peace in the Far East, imperiously 
uvisand vnat vapan break the vonius of Loreign occupation anc 
take to the road of liguidating toreign military bases on 
uer territory, the road of genuine national independence and 
a peaceful foreign policy. 

a 4 ΣΝ 

During the stay of the Party and Government Delegation 
of the K.P.D.RK. in Moscow, opinions were exchanged on ' 
questions of the activities of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Uninn and the Korean Party of Labour, the relations 
between them, and also on questions of the international 
com..unist movement. The talks revealed a complete identity 
of views of the leaders of the C.P.5,U. and the K,P.L. on 
ail tne questions discussed, 
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Both sides note with great satisfaction that as a 
result of the Moscow Meeting of Representatives of the 
Communist and Workers! Farties in 1960 une fraternal parties 
and the entire socialist camp rallied even closer under the 
panner of Marxism-Leninism and socialist intermationalism, anu 
the solidarity of the invernational workers' movement 
strengthened, 

The Korean Party of Labour has always held that the 
C.P.S.U. is the universally recugnized vanguard of the world 
communist movement and that the rich experience amassed by the 

°C,P.5.U. in accomplishing the socialist revolution, in the 
building of socialism and comiunism is an example to it. 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Korean 
Party of Labour consider it their prime task to work resolutel; 
for the further strengthening of the unity and cohesion of tie 
countries of the socialist camo, tor the militant unity of 
the international communist movement on the immutable foundativn 
of Marxism-Leninism, and constantly to educate the working 
people of tueir countries in the spirit of international 
solidarity. They will remain intolerant, in the Leninist 
way, of any and all manifestations of revisionism, dosmatismn, 
sectarianignpacksliding from the principles of socialist 
internationalism, 

The representatives of both Parties note with satisfaction 
that the fraternal cooperation between the two Parties has 
been further strengtnened and extended, that mutual information 
and exchanges of opinion on quesvions of interest to both. 
Parties are being effected, , 

The talks have shown that the C.P.S.U, and the K.P.L. 
are resolved to continue to strengthen and extend the 
friendly ties existing between then, 

Both sides express their conviction that the visit of the 
Party and Government Delesation of the K.P.D.E. will serve 
rurtner to deepen the Iviendiy fraternal ties and cooperation 
between the Soviet Uniou and the Korean People's Democratic 
Republic; to strengthen the unity and cohesion of the great 
and mighty family of the socialist states, to strengthen 
universal peace, . 

N.S.Khrushchoy, Kim ΤΊ Sung, 
First Secretary of the Chaiwnan of the ©.0. K.P... 
c.C. 0.F.S.U., Chairman Chairman of the Cabinet of © 
of the Council of °° - Ministers of the K.P.D.F, 
Ministers of the U.S.S.R.- 

(Pravda, Izvestia, In full.) 
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REPUBLIC OF GHANA, ARRIVES IN iiUSCOW 

Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, President and Head of the Government 
of the Republic of thana, outstanding statesman and 
public figure, arrived in Moscow on July 10, at the 
invitation of N.S. Khrushchov, Chairman of the U.s.,5.k. 
Council of Ministers, as the offictal guest of the 

Presidium of the U.S.S,R. Supreme Soviet and Council of 
Ministers. 

The Vnukovo airport was festively decorated. A streamer 
on the facade of the airport buildin;; read--—“Welcome President 
Kwame Nkruimah!"; there were portraits of hwame Nkrumah, 
N.S. Khrushchov and L,I, Brezhnev. and on the masts flutter- 
ed the state flags of the African and Soviet States, 

Dr, Kwame Nkrumah was met at the airport by N.S. Khrush- 
chov, LeI. orezhnev, AI. Mikoyan, Y.A. curtseva, Vice 
Chairman of the U.5.5.R. Council of Ministers V.N. Novikov, 
and other officiais, 

At the airport Dr. Kwame Nkrumah and 901, srezhnev 
exchanged speeches, 

Speech by L.I, brezhnev 

Highly esteemed Wr. President, 

Dear guests Irom friendly Ghana, 

Comrades, 

Allow me, on behalf of the Presidium of the U.5.5.K, 
Supreme Soviet, the Soviet Government, the Soviet people 

and on my own behalf to heartily welcome, you. ir, President 
and thoSe accompanying you, to the capital of the Soviet 
Union, wioscow. 

We are very happy that one of the leaders of new 
Africa, president of the independent Republic of Ghana, 
our esteemed friend Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, and his colleagues, 
have come to our country. 

We welcome you as representatives of the freedomloving 
African country with which firm friendship and close coopera= 
tion are successfully developing, as representatives of a 
people actively risjhting for the complete eradication of 
colonialism, for the consolidation of peace and friendship 
among all the psoples. 
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We know quite wal! teat ήδη is a THMIry ereacly ; 
ontcrepted in Un preservation οὐ universal rekce ord wash : 
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Εὐθκῦ cause, 
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of chang. 
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1 also wish to thank you. and the Soviet people for 
the invitation to visit your great country, I impatiently 
awalted my ‘trip here and the chance of resumin: our 
friendly meetings, of meeting the people of the soviet 
Union tor the first time, and also of seeing with ny own 
eyes the great achievements of the Soviet people of which 
we have heard so much and which are the zlorious result 
of the Communist revolution and reconstruction, 

It was ἃ great pleasure for the government and people 
of Ghana to receive dir. Brezhiev, President of the Soviet 
Union, in vhana where he stayed several days, We preserve 
fine reminiscences of his visit. 

I also recall with pleasure ay uzeting with ur, Khrusn- 
chov in New York and the most heartfelt and friendly talks 
We had. 

I fervently hope that my visit will not only consolidace 
Still further the cordial relations established between 
our two countries, but alse substantially strengthen our 
resolve to rout imperialism, colonialiem and neocolonialisi 
in africa and will facilitate the further difficult, but 
victorious advance of the african peoples coward their goal, 
navely, to complete political and economic libezationand 
African unity, 1.e,, political and economic unification 
of the african continent. 

Ϊ an conrident that ny visit to the Soviet Union will 
undoubtedly lead to the establishment of cetter understandis., 
and consolidation of friendship between the people of Ghana 
and the people or the Soviet Union, 

1 thank you once again for your warm reception. 

a χα 

[ne speeches by Lt, vreshnev and Kwame Nkrumah 
were listened to with great attention and réseatealy 
interrupted by avplause, 

The distinguishea guest, tocether with N.o, xhrvshenuy 
and LI. 2vezhasv drove crf in ay open car ic toe Οἱ ὕγ νων 

Tens of chousands of iuscovites villed the streets ane 
squares to creat the rreszaent anc reed ΟἹ the governuent 
of the xepublic of Ghana. aS the rosorcade proceeded alar. 
Lenin crocsekt cries ran; out in noncur or Soviet-Wnanalau 
Trienachip, the distinsulshed ἰθὺς and te Soviet 
leaders. 

(Pravda. opegcnes in full.) 
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